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Common Name: Mountain Sucker, Milk River populations
Scientific Name: Catostomus platyrhynchus

Status assessment by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC): Threatened

How the Minister of the Environment intends to respond to the assessment: The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans will
undertake consultations with the governments of Alberta and Saskatchewan, Aboriginal peoples, stakeholders, and the public on
whether or not the Mountain Sucker, Milk River populations, should be added to the List of Wildlife Species at Risk (Schedule 1)
under the Species at Risk Act as Threatened. The Minister of the Environment will forward the COSEWIC assessment of the
Mountain Sucker, Milk River populations, to the Governor in Council upon completion of consultations.

Once a species has been assessed by COSEWIC, further steps must be undertaken before it is added to Schedule 1 of the
Species at Risk Act. For more information on this process, please view The Species Listing Process Under SARA.

Reason(s) for status designation provided by COSEWIC: This small freshwater fish is limited to the Milk River basin of
southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. It has a small area of occupancy and number of locations (8) that make it particularly
susceptible to habitat loss and degradation from altered flow regimes and drought that climate change is expected to exacerbate.

Occurrence: Alberta, Saskatchewan

Competent Minister(s):
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans

Province(s) and territory (territories) to be consulted:
Alberta
Saskatchewan

Applicable federal legislation: Fisheries are managed and fish and fish habitat are protected under the Fisheries Act.

Conservation activities underway: Mountain Suckers in the Milk River are afforded protection simply by the fact that two SARA
and Alberta Wildlife Act listed species already occur in the Milk River in Canada. Both the Rocky Mountain Sculpin (Eastslope
population) and Western Silvery Minnow are listed under Schedule 1 of SARA and are protected by its provisions. In addition,
both the sculpin and the minnow have draft recovery strategies, which when implemented, will provide direct and peripheral
protection to Mountain Suckers. In addition, the following activities provide some measure of conservation or data collection that
can relate to protecting species at risk in the Milk River. A water conservation plan was developed by the Town of Milk River in
2004. Generally, water conservation is addressed in the plan through timing of operations and water storage. Aerial photography
was completed in October and November 2004 to document key macro-habitat sections for the entire Milk and North Milk rivers.
A similar but less detailed survey of the St. Mary River, and portions of the Milk River, was conducted by DFO and Alberta
Sustainable Resource Development in the spring of 2008 to delineate fish habitat types. A comprehensive report on the state of
the Milk River watershed has been prepared by Milk River Watershed Council Canada (2008). This watershed basin advisory
committee is working with Alberta Environment and other agencies to monitor chemical water quality bi-weekly at ten locations in
the Milk River watershed. Environment Canada has resumed water quality monitoring at the international border, where the North
Milk River enters Canada and where the Milk River exits Canada. Collaboration with the Milk River MULTISAR Program is
ongoing which coordinates species at risk recovery planning. As well, Water Survey of Canada sites are well established and
tracking flows in the Milk River (via HYDAT).

http://www.sararegistry.gc.ca/sar/listing/listing_e.cfm

